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Objective

Criminal Investigator equipped with intellectual curiosity and excellent patience. Skilled at 
conducting lengthy and elaborate interrogations. Frauds Investigator committed to case integrity 
and an ethical approach to evidence collection and identification Frauds.

Skills

Microsoft Office, Excel, Power point.

Work Experience

Criminal Investigator
ABC Corporation  May 2010 – March 2012 
 Completed over 150 investigations, involving a diverse spectrum of crimes and administrative

violations.
 Completed all casework in a precise and timely manner.
 Planned and executed 20-law enforcement patrol and investigator response training events 

that provided employees with invaluable experience and greatly enhanced overall 
effectiveness.

 Assisted, mentored, and trained new employees to ensure they were trained and 
knowledgeable of techniques and procedures crucial to investigation fieldwork.

 Managed the Investigation Divisions $1M dollar equipment account--ensured no loss or 
damaged to assigned equipment.

 Interviewed, interrogated, conducted background checks, and cold calls for numerous cases 
to ensure all cases were up to date on a daily basis.

 Presented cases to Grand Jury when necessary Conducted follow-up investigations on pending
cases when necessary Served subpoenas and medical search warrants Copied discovery for 
defense attorneys Collected evidence from police and sheriff departments for trial Attended 
forensic interviews.

Criminal Investigator
ABC Corporation  2006 – 2010 
 Assigned to the US Drug Enforcement Administration as a Task Force Agent enforcing the 

federal control substance laws and narcotic laws of the commonwealth, performed 
surveillance and served search warrants, arrested defendants, declared at court depositions 
wrote significant reports for criminal cases to prosecute, from 2004 to 2006.

 Assigned to the departments Stolen Vehicle Bureau as a plain clothes criminal investigator 
investigating criminal elements involved in auto thefts, Obtained and compiled physical and 
documentary evidence to support pursuance of fraud on auto insurance claims from 1996 to 
2004.

 Identified information to support fraudulent claims.
 Assembled required materials and significant report writtings to be used as evidence for 

prosecution on criminal / civil cases.
 Served search warrants after surveillance and counter surveillance performed Assigned to the

departments Criminal Intelligence Bureau as a plain clothes criminal investigator investigating
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organized crimes suspects, fraud against the government and political corruption cases in 
1996.

 Assigned to the departments Anti-Crime Bureau as a police officer investigating criminal 
elements suspected of committing street crimes in high crime areas from 1995 to 1996.

 Assigned to one of the departments San Juan precinct as a precinct police officer investigating
citizen complaints and street patrol, arrested defendants, declared at court depositions, 
supervised officers assigned to public housing areas from 1991 to 1995..

Education

Associates of Applied Science in Administration of Justice - (Tidewater Community College - 
Virginia Beach, VA)
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